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http://universaldependencies.org/u/feat/index.html

• UD resources for many 
languages contain rich 
morphological labeling 
for lexical and 
grammatical properties 
of words

http://universaldependencies.org/u/feat/index.html
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busted       bust       VERB  VBN Tense=Past|VerbForm=Part
authorities  authority  NOUN  NNS Number=Plur
announced    announce   VERB  VBD Mood=Ind|Tense=Past|VerbForm=Fin
cells        cell       NOUN  NNS Number=Plur
cell         cell       NOUN  NN  Number=Sing
mid-nineties mid-ninety NOUN  NNS Number=Plur
tension      tension    NOUN  NN  Number=Sing
tensions     tension    NOUN  NNS Number=Plur
announcing   announce   VERB  VBG Tense=Pres|VerbForm=Part
authority    authority  NOUN  NN  Number=Sing
killed       kill       VERB  VBD Mood=Ind|Tense=Past|VerbForm=Fin

English Data
morphosyntactic featuresPOSlemmaword form
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Could labeling/alignments be performed automatically?
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announced
announcing
authorities
busted
cell
cells
killed
mid-nineties

Number=Plur Tense=Past

Number=Sing

Data Allomorphs

(Lemmas)

Raw data
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announ ced
annou ncing
authorit ies
buste d
ce ll
cel ls
kil led
mid-nine ties

Number=Plur Tense=Past

Number=Sing

ies
ties
ls

ced
d
led

ll

Data Allomorphs

(Stems)
announ
annou
authorit
buste
ce
cel
kil
mid-nine

Bad Segmentation

VerbForm=Part
ncing

Linguistic intuitions in segmentation
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authoriti es
bust ed
cell ∅
cell s
kill ed
mid-nineti es
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• This is an inference problem with weak supervision 
• We can treat this as a search problem in the 

(huge!) space of all possible segmentations and 
labelings over a (UD) corpus 

• The labels given by UD give us a weak supervision 
(we know which features are present in each word 
form, and which aren’t)

cells        cell       NOUN  NNS Number=Plur
cell         cell       NOUN  NN  Number=Sing
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• A simple objective would be to minimize the total 
number of allomorph types in the corpus
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• A simple objective would be to minimize the total 
number of allomorph types in the corpus 

• Unfortunately, that function has less desirable 
properties (not continuous, not differentiable, 
insensitive to small changes in segmentation)

kil led
bus ted
announ ced
talk ed
cal led
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• A simple objective would be to minimize the total 
number of allomorph types in the corpus 

• Unfortunately, that function has less desirable 
properties (not continuous, not differentiable, 
insensitive to small changes in segmentation)

kill ed
bus ted
announ ced
talk ed
cal led
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• A simple objective would be to minimize the total 
number of allomorph types in the corpus 

• Unfortunately, that function has less desirable 
properties (not continuous, not differentiable, 
insensitive to small changes in segmentation)

kill ed
bus ted
announ ced
talk ed
cal led

No change in 
allomorph count!
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each segmentation.
Each segmentation and label assignment of the

data set D defines joint counts c(s, f) of substrings
s and morphological features f as in Equation 1.

c(s, f) = k{si
j

|si
j

= s and f

i

(f) = s

i

j

}k (1)

Using c(s, f) we express the probability of the
co-occurrence of a feature and substring in Equa-
tion 2.

P(s, f) / c(s, f) + ↵B(s, f) (2)

The function B in Equation 2 expresses a prior
belief about the joint counts of segments and la-
bels, and hyper-parameter ↵ controls the weight
of the prior information (Goldwater and Griffiths,
2007). A large ↵ will result in P(s, f) which very
closely reflects the prior belief while a smaller ↵
lets P adapt more closely to the current segmenta-
tion and label assignment. We set ↵ to 0.1 in all
experiments.

We use the joint distribution of substrings and
labels in the unsegmented data set D as prior in-
formation. Thus B(s, f) = #(s, f)/#(f), where
#(s, f) is the count of substrings s in words with
morphological feature f and #(f) is the count of
feature f in D.

For lemma features, for example lemma=dog,
we add an additional factor to the co-occurrence
probability P(s, f) as shown in Equation 3. The
quantity d(s, f) represents the edit distance of the
substring s and the lemma corresponding to f . For
example, d(do,lemma=dog) = 1. This allows us
to model the fact that the stem and lemma of a
word form often share a long common substring.

P(s, f) / (c(s, f) + ↵B(s, f)) · 2�d(s,f) (3)

4.2 Objective Function
Our objective function is the symmetric condi-
tional probability over segments s and morpholog-
ical features f defined by Equation 4

C(S, F ) =
Y

s2⌃⇤
,f2Y

P(s|f)P(f |s) (4)

Symmetric conditional probability was intro-
duced by da Silva et al. (1999) for multi-word
expression extraction. The measure is intuitively
appealing for our purposes since it is maximized
when each morphological feature is associated
with exactly one allomorph, and this allomorph, in

turn, only occurs with the specific morphological
feature.3

4.3 Inference
The space of possible segmentations and label as-
signments to each allomorph segment is very large
except for toy data sets. Therefore, an exact so-
lution to the optimization problem presented in
Section 4.2 is infeasible. Instead, we use Gibbs
sampling to explore the space of possible segmen-
tations S and feature assignments A of our data
set D with the intent of finding the segmenta-
tion S

max

and assignment A
max

which maximize
the symmetric conditional probability of segments
and features.

Gibbs sampling in this context proceeds by
sampling a new segmentation S

0 and assignment
A

0 from the current segmentation S and assign-
ment A, and then either rejecting the old segmen-
tation and assignment in favor of the new one
with probability (C(A0

, S

0)/C(A,S))� , or keeping
the old segmentation and assignment. We set the
hyper-parameter � to 2 in all experiments and run
the Gibbs sampler on the data set D until the value
of the objective function C has converged.

A new segmentation S

0 and label assignment A0

can be sampled from an existing segmentation S

and assignment A in two steps. First, randomly
choose a word x

i

from the data set. Using its
current segmentation s

i in S, form the set of new
segmentation candidates C by (1) joining two seg-
ments in s

i, (2) splitting one of the segments in s

i,
or (3) moving a segment boundary in s

i one step to
the left or right. The set C is illustrated in Figure
2.4 Then randomly sample a new segmentation c

from C.
Next, assign the labels in y

i

to the segments of
c in the following way. Iteratively, choose the sub-
string s 2 c and feature f 2 y

i

of maximal sym-
metric conditional probability P (s|f)P (f |s), pro-
vided that no features have yet been assigned to s,
and f has not been assigned to a substring. When
each substring in c has been assigned exactly one
label, assign remaining labels to substrings in c

which maximize the symmetric conditional prob-
ability.

3This is, of course, not true in general because morphemes
often have more than one allomorph. Nevertheless, the num-
ber of allomorphs is small for most stems and affixes.

4We assume that every non-empty segment has a corre-
sponding morphological feature. Therefore, we filter out seg-
mentations where the number of segments exceeds the num-
ber of morphological features yi for the given word xi.

142

s is segment (substring) 
f is feature-value pair

Intuitively: (1) substrings declared allomorphs should be reliable 
predictors of a feature; (2) features should predict a substring 

Encourages few different features per allomorph, and few 
allomorphs per feature

“Symmetric conditional probability”

set of labelsall substrings
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when each morphological feature is associated
with exactly one allomorph, and this allomorph, in

turn, only occurs with the specific morphological
feature.3

4.3 Inference
The space of possible segmentations and label as-
signments to each allomorph segment is very large
except for toy data sets. Therefore, an exact so-
lution to the optimization problem presented in
Section 4.2 is infeasible. Instead, we use Gibbs
sampling to explore the space of possible segmen-
tations S and feature assignments A of our data
set D with the intent of finding the segmenta-
tion S
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and assignment A
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the symmetric conditional probability of segments
and features.
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sampling a new segmentation S
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, S
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hyper-parameter � to 2 in all experiments and run
the Gibbs sampler on the data set D until the value
of the objective function C has converged.

A new segmentation S

0 and label assignment A0

can be sampled from an existing segmentation S

and assignment A in two steps. First, randomly
choose a word x

i

from the data set. Using its
current segmentation s

i in S, form the set of new
segmentation candidates C by (1) joining two seg-
ments in s
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to the segments of
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4We assume that every non-empty segment has a corre-
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142

s is segment (substring) 
f is feature-value pair

Not strictly true in either direction, but a workable proxy for the 
allomorph minimization idea (e.g. English has plurals -s,-es, ∅; 
and -s can be both pluralizer and present tense 3p allomorph)

“Symmetric conditional probability”

set of labelsall substrings
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• Search space is still exponential, so we use a sampling 
approach 

• Start from a random segmentation and labeling 
• Make small changes and probabilistically move in the direction 

that increases the objective function

(a)
Finnish Spanish Swedish

Recall 87.43 84.38 88.71
Precision 94.63 88.63 94.01
F1-score 90.89 86.45 91.28

Morfessor baseline

Recall 80.65 81.32 90.82
Precision 76.92 73.64 75.58
F1-score 78.74 77.29 82.50

(b)
Finnish Spanish Swedish

Recall 62.79 50.10 55.87
Precision 71.06 54.22 61.82
F1-score 66.67 52.08 58.69

Morfessor baseline

Recall 30.51 25.93 44.13
Precision 28.45 22.24 32.92
F1-score 29.45 23.94 37.71

(c)
Finnish Spanish Swedish

Recall 80.07 73.49 88.26
Precision 90.62 79.54 97.66
F1-score 85.02 76.39 92.73

Morfessor baseline

Recall 74.96 48.34 83.10
Precision 69.90 41.47 62.00
F1-score 72.34 44.64 71.01

Table 2: Results for (a) morpheme boundaries; (b) unlabeled morphemes; (c) labeled morphemes.

do+gs

dog+s

dogsdo+g+s

d+o+gs

d+ogs
move

split

split

join

move

Figure 2: The set of new segmentation candidates for word
dogs given the old segmentation do+gs. Each of the new
segmentations is equally probable.

5 Experiments

We conduct experiments by running Gibbs sam-
pling on words and morphological labels in the
combined training and test data (without manual
segmentations and label assignments). We then
compare the segmentations and label assignments,
discovered by the system, with the manually pre-
pared annotations in the test data.

5.1 Baseline
As a baseline, we use the Morfessor system
(Creutz and Lagus, 2005) for unsupervised seg-
mentation.5 We then assign labels to substrings as
explained in Section 4.3. However, as we cannot
control the number of segments given by Morfes-
sor, we may end up with substrings to which we
cannot assign morphological features. This hap-
pens in the case where the number of substrings
given by Morfessor exceeds the number of mor-
phological features for the word.

5.2 Data and Evaluation
We use three treebanks from the Univer-
sal Dependency v1.4 resource for experi-
ments: UD-Finnish, UD-Spanish and

5We use revision 4219fbcc27ee0f5e3a4dca8de9f7ffc7a5bfe5e0 of
https://github.com/aalto-speech/morfessor and default settings
for all hyperparameters.

UD-Swedish. We use the first 10,000 word
forms from the training sets of each treebank for
training (these contain 5,892 unique word forms
for Finnish, 3,624 unique word form for Swedish
and 4,092 unique word forms for Spanish) and
the first 300 words from the test sets of each tree-
bank for testing (these contain 253 unique word
forms for Finnish, 172 unique word forms for
Swedish and 278 unique word forms for Spanish).
Punctuation and numbers were excluded from the
training and test sets.

We remove a number of UD labels which do
not express morphological categories, for example
style=arch and abbr=yes.6

The test sets were manually segmented and
morphological features were manually assigned
to the segments by competent language speakers.
The average number of morphemes per word in
the test sets are 1.9 for Finnish, 1.7 for Spanish
and 1.4 for Swedish, respectively.

We evaluate our system with regard to recall,
precision and F1-score for (1) morpheme bound-
aries including word boundaries, (2) unlabeled
morphemes, and (3) labeled morphemes. In the
case of labeled morphemes, a single substring can
be counted multiple times if it has been assigned
multiple morphological features. That is, even
when the system fails to predict some of the mor-
phological features correctly for a given substring,
it will still receive a score for the features it did
manage to predict correctly.

5.3 Results
Results are shown in Figures 2 (a), (b), and (c).
The advantage given by leveraging the weak la-
beling in UD is visible in that the proposed sys-
tem clearly outperforms the unsupervised Morfes-
sor baseline for all languages.

Results for labeled morphemes are substantially
6Our data sets and code are publicly available at https:

//github.com/mpsilfve/ud-segmenter.

143

Details in paper!
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• Allow many features to correspond to single segments 
• Also allow features to correspond to a special NULL (∅) 

segment (similar to IBM alignment models) 
• Don’t allow overlap in features 

• All actually occurring letters must be associated with a label
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maljo i ksi

malja PL TRANS Finnish 
(agglutinative)

destroz o

destrozar IND PRS 1 SG Spanish 
(fusional)

Figure 1: Typical allomorph alignments in ag-
glutinative and fusional languages; Finnish words
(malja = ‘cup’) can largely be analyzed as concate-
nated allomorphs where each allomorph has a sin-
gle label while e.g. Spanish (destrozar = ‘destroy’)
tends to associate many grammatical components
with a single allomorph.

methods of automatically segmenting and label-
ing each allomorph present in resources that are
labeled with morphosyntactic features at the word
level. We treat the problem as a search problem in
the space of all possible segmentations and label-
ings of each word form in a labeled corpus. The
crucial constraint provided by the weak labeling is
that not all labels can be present in a word form—
the set of labels present for each inflected word
must be restricted to those given by the resource.
We explore global metrics that indirectly favor re-
use of allomorphs according to the intuition given
above. We formalize a generic objective function
that scores the goodness of segmentations and la-
beling globally in a corpus. The scoring portion of
this objective function is tested with several met-
rics: symmetric conditional probability, which fa-
vors that allomorphs be good predictors of labels
and vice versa, a perceptron learner that weights
allomorph-label association, a Rescorla-Wagner
model based on classical conditioning that also
learns such association weights, and a model of
Kullback-Leibler divergence that favors that labels
and allomorphs have similar distributions through-
out a data set. We also compare the performance
of the various methods to a baseline unsupervised
model, Morfessor, augmented with the capacity to
also provide labels on allomorphs in addition to
segmenting.

2 Methods

We want to find the correct segmentation for a
word, such as barked into tokens which cor-
respond to morphemes (bark+ed+;), and the
correct assignment of morphological features

(bark,V,Past) onto tokens in the segmenta-
tion. In this case,

bark/bark, ed/Past and ;/V.
Note that we treat the lemma as a morphological
feature.

We propose to accomplish this by learning a
real-valued scoring function ⇥ : ⌃

⇤ ⇥ Y ! R,
where ⌃

⇤ is the set possible tokens and Y is the
set of morphological features. We then explore
the space of segmentations of a word x into mor-
phemes and all assignments of features in its mor-
phological feature set y to tokens of x in order
to find the optimal segmentation x

max

= x1...xn

and assignment of morphological features y
max

=

y1 [ ... [ y

n

as specified by Equation 1.

(x

max

, y

max

) = argmax

x1...xn

=x

y1[...[yn=y

X

x

i

X

y2y
i

⇥(x

i

, y)

(1)
We limit the set of segmentations of a word

into those which have maximally one empty
substring. Moreover, we only explore assign-
ments where each substring receives at least one
morphological feature. However, one substring
may receive more than one feature. This is
necessary when one morpheme encodes several
morphological features. These assumptions are
largely in line with typological considerations—
agglutinative languages such as Finnish and Turk-
ish largely associate allomorphs with a single mor-
phological feature, while fusional languages, such
as Swedish and Spanish, may associate many fea-
tures with a substring (see figure 1). Allomorph
overlap, where a substring xyz in a word has xy
associated with one feature and yz with another,
is generally not attested cross-linguistically which
narrows down the set of hypotheses we need to
consider. However, a typologically interesting
case not modeled in our approach are templatic,
or root-and-pattern morphologies where a discon-
tinuous subsequence may be associated with a
feature, such as in the classic Arabic example
kataba ‘to write’, where root radicals associate
with a stem (ktb = related to writing) and interven-
ing vowels with inflectional and derivational pat-
terns. The objective functions we develop may be
adapted to this case, however, at the cost of enlarg-
ing the search space since all subsequences would
need to be considered when associating parts of
word forms and morphological features.

The scoring function ⇥ is learned from a set of
unsegmented word forms and associated morpho-

xyzforbidden:
f1 f2
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• We compare the method with an unsupervised segmenter 
Morfessor (Creutz and Lagus, 2005) 

• Run Morfessor to get a segmentation, then assign labels to 
maximize objective function with given segmentations (a much 
easier problem if segmentation is given) 

• We use hand-segmented and aligned gold data for Finnish, 
Swedish, Spanish (a few hundred word forms each) from 
CoNLL UD shared task this year
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(a)
Finnish Spanish Swedish

Recall 87.43 84.38 88.71
Precision 94.63 88.63 94.01
F1-score 90.89 86.45 91.28

Morfessor baseline

Recall 80.65 81.32 90.82
Precision 76.92 73.64 75.58
F1-score 78.74 77.29 82.50

(b)
Finnish Spanish Swedish

Recall 62.79 50.10 55.87
Precision 71.06 54.22 61.82
F1-score 66.67 52.08 58.69

Morfessor baseline

Recall 30.51 25.93 44.13
Precision 28.45 22.24 32.92
F1-score 29.45 23.94 37.71

(c)
Finnish Spanish Swedish

Recall 80.07 73.49 88.26
Precision 90.62 79.54 97.66
F1-score 85.02 76.39 92.73

Morfessor baseline

Recall 74.96 48.34 83.10
Precision 69.90 41.47 62.00
F1-score 72.34 44.64 71.01

Table 2: Results for (a) morpheme boundaries; (b) unlabeled morphemes; (c) labeled morphemes.

do+gs

dog+s

dogsdo+g+s

d+o+gs

d+ogs
move

split

split

join

move

Figure 2: The set of new segmentation candidates for word
dogs given the old segmentation do+gs. Each of the new
segmentations is equally probable.

5 Experiments

We conduct experiments by running Gibbs sam-
pling on words and morphological labels in the
combined training and test data (without manual
segmentations and label assignments). We then
compare the segmentations and label assignments,
discovered by the system, with the manually pre-
pared annotations in the test data.

5.1 Baseline
As a baseline, we use the Morfessor system
(Creutz and Lagus, 2005) for unsupervised seg-
mentation.5 We then assign labels to substrings as
explained in Section 4.3. However, as we cannot
control the number of segments given by Morfes-
sor, we may end up with substrings to which we
cannot assign morphological features. This hap-
pens in the case where the number of substrings
given by Morfessor exceeds the number of mor-
phological features for the word.

5.2 Data and Evaluation
We use three treebanks from the Univer-
sal Dependency v1.4 resource for experi-
ments: UD-Finnish, UD-Spanish and

5We use revision 4219fbcc27ee0f5e3a4dca8de9f7ffc7a5bfe5e0 of
https://github.com/aalto-speech/morfessor and default settings
for all hyperparameters.

UD-Swedish. We use the first 10,000 word
forms from the training sets of each treebank for
training (these contain 5,892 unique word forms
for Finnish, 3,624 unique word form for Swedish
and 4,092 unique word forms for Spanish) and
the first 300 words from the test sets of each tree-
bank for testing (these contain 253 unique word
forms for Finnish, 172 unique word forms for
Swedish and 278 unique word forms for Spanish).
Punctuation and numbers were excluded from the
training and test sets.

We remove a number of UD labels which do
not express morphological categories, for example
style=arch and abbr=yes.6

The test sets were manually segmented and
morphological features were manually assigned
to the segments by competent language speakers.
The average number of morphemes per word in
the test sets are 1.9 for Finnish, 1.7 for Spanish
and 1.4 for Swedish, respectively.

We evaluate our system with regard to recall,
precision and F1-score for (1) morpheme bound-
aries including word boundaries, (2) unlabeled
morphemes, and (3) labeled morphemes. In the
case of labeled morphemes, a single substring can
be counted multiple times if it has been assigned
multiple morphological features. That is, even
when the system fails to predict some of the mor-
phological features correctly for a given substring,
it will still receive a score for the features it did
manage to predict correctly.

5.3 Results
Results are shown in Figures 2 (a), (b), and (c).
The advantage given by leveraging the weak la-
beling in UD is visible in that the proposed sys-
tem clearly outperforms the unsupervised Morfes-
sor baseline for all languages.

Results for labeled morphemes are substantially
6Our data sets and code are publicly available at https:

//github.com/mpsilfve/ud-segmenter.
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Unlabeled morphemes

(a)
Finnish Spanish Swedish

Recall 87.43 84.38 88.71
Precision 94.63 88.63 94.01
F1-score 90.89 86.45 91.28

Morfessor baseline

Recall 80.65 81.32 90.82
Precision 76.92 73.64 75.58
F1-score 78.74 77.29 82.50

(b)
Finnish Spanish Swedish

Recall 62.79 50.10 55.87
Precision 71.06 54.22 61.82
F1-score 66.67 52.08 58.69

Morfessor baseline

Recall 30.51 25.93 44.13
Precision 28.45 22.24 32.92
F1-score 29.45 23.94 37.71

(c)
Finnish Spanish Swedish

Recall 80.07 73.49 88.26
Precision 90.62 79.54 97.66
F1-score 85.02 76.39 92.73

Morfessor baseline

Recall 74.96 48.34 83.10
Precision 69.90 41.47 62.00
F1-score 72.34 44.64 71.01

Table 2: Results for (a) morpheme boundaries; (b) unlabeled morphemes; (c) labeled morphemes.

do+gs

dog+s

dogsdo+g+s

d+o+gs

d+ogs
move

split

split

join

move

Figure 2: The set of new segmentation candidates for word
dogs given the old segmentation do+gs. Each of the new
segmentations is equally probable.

5 Experiments

We conduct experiments by running Gibbs sam-
pling on words and morphological labels in the
combined training and test data (without manual
segmentations and label assignments). We then
compare the segmentations and label assignments,
discovered by the system, with the manually pre-
pared annotations in the test data.

5.1 Baseline
As a baseline, we use the Morfessor system
(Creutz and Lagus, 2005) for unsupervised seg-
mentation.5 We then assign labels to substrings as
explained in Section 4.3. However, as we cannot
control the number of segments given by Morfes-
sor, we may end up with substrings to which we
cannot assign morphological features. This hap-
pens in the case where the number of substrings
given by Morfessor exceeds the number of mor-
phological features for the word.

5.2 Data and Evaluation
We use three treebanks from the Univer-
sal Dependency v1.4 resource for experi-
ments: UD-Finnish, UD-Spanish and

5We use revision 4219fbcc27ee0f5e3a4dca8de9f7ffc7a5bfe5e0 of
https://github.com/aalto-speech/morfessor and default settings
for all hyperparameters.

UD-Swedish. We use the first 10,000 word
forms from the training sets of each treebank for
training (these contain 5,892 unique word forms
for Finnish, 3,624 unique word form for Swedish
and 4,092 unique word forms for Spanish) and
the first 300 words from the test sets of each tree-
bank for testing (these contain 253 unique word
forms for Finnish, 172 unique word forms for
Swedish and 278 unique word forms for Spanish).
Punctuation and numbers were excluded from the
training and test sets.

We remove a number of UD labels which do
not express morphological categories, for example
style=arch and abbr=yes.6

The test sets were manually segmented and
morphological features were manually assigned
to the segments by competent language speakers.
The average number of morphemes per word in
the test sets are 1.9 for Finnish, 1.7 for Spanish
and 1.4 for Swedish, respectively.

We evaluate our system with regard to recall,
precision and F1-score for (1) morpheme bound-
aries including word boundaries, (2) unlabeled
morphemes, and (3) labeled morphemes. In the
case of labeled morphemes, a single substring can
be counted multiple times if it has been assigned
multiple morphological features. That is, even
when the system fails to predict some of the mor-
phological features correctly for a given substring,
it will still receive a score for the features it did
manage to predict correctly.

5.3 Results
Results are shown in Figures 2 (a), (b), and (c).
The advantage given by leveraging the weak la-
beling in UD is visible in that the proposed sys-
tem clearly outperforms the unsupervised Morfes-
sor baseline for all languages.

Results for labeled morphemes are substantially
6Our data sets and code are publicly available at https:

//github.com/mpsilfve/ud-segmenter.
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Labeled morphemes

(a)
Finnish Spanish Swedish

Recall 87.43 84.38 88.71
Precision 94.63 88.63 94.01
F1-score 90.89 86.45 91.28

Morfessor baseline

Recall 80.65 81.32 90.82
Precision 76.92 73.64 75.58
F1-score 78.74 77.29 82.50

(b)
Finnish Spanish Swedish

Recall 62.79 50.10 55.87
Precision 71.06 54.22 61.82
F1-score 66.67 52.08 58.69

Morfessor baseline

Recall 30.51 25.93 44.13
Precision 28.45 22.24 32.92
F1-score 29.45 23.94 37.71

(c)
Finnish Spanish Swedish

Recall 80.07 73.49 88.26
Precision 90.62 79.54 97.66
F1-score 85.02 76.39 92.73

Morfessor baseline

Recall 74.96 48.34 83.10
Precision 69.90 41.47 62.00
F1-score 72.34 44.64 71.01

Table 2: Results for (a) morpheme boundaries; (b) unlabeled morphemes; (c) labeled morphemes.

do+gs

dog+s

dogsdo+g+s

d+o+gs

d+ogs
move

split

split

join

move

Figure 2: The set of new segmentation candidates for word
dogs given the old segmentation do+gs. Each of the new
segmentations is equally probable.

5 Experiments

We conduct experiments by running Gibbs sam-
pling on words and morphological labels in the
combined training and test data (without manual
segmentations and label assignments). We then
compare the segmentations and label assignments,
discovered by the system, with the manually pre-
pared annotations in the test data.

5.1 Baseline
As a baseline, we use the Morfessor system
(Creutz and Lagus, 2005) for unsupervised seg-
mentation.5 We then assign labels to substrings as
explained in Section 4.3. However, as we cannot
control the number of segments given by Morfes-
sor, we may end up with substrings to which we
cannot assign morphological features. This hap-
pens in the case where the number of substrings
given by Morfessor exceeds the number of mor-
phological features for the word.

5.2 Data and Evaluation
We use three treebanks from the Univer-
sal Dependency v1.4 resource for experi-
ments: UD-Finnish, UD-Spanish and

5We use revision 4219fbcc27ee0f5e3a4dca8de9f7ffc7a5bfe5e0 of
https://github.com/aalto-speech/morfessor and default settings
for all hyperparameters.

UD-Swedish. We use the first 10,000 word
forms from the training sets of each treebank for
training (these contain 5,892 unique word forms
for Finnish, 3,624 unique word form for Swedish
and 4,092 unique word forms for Spanish) and
the first 300 words from the test sets of each tree-
bank for testing (these contain 253 unique word
forms for Finnish, 172 unique word forms for
Swedish and 278 unique word forms for Spanish).
Punctuation and numbers were excluded from the
training and test sets.

We remove a number of UD labels which do
not express morphological categories, for example
style=arch and abbr=yes.6

The test sets were manually segmented and
morphological features were manually assigned
to the segments by competent language speakers.
The average number of morphemes per word in
the test sets are 1.9 for Finnish, 1.7 for Spanish
and 1.4 for Swedish, respectively.

We evaluate our system with regard to recall,
precision and F1-score for (1) morpheme bound-
aries including word boundaries, (2) unlabeled
morphemes, and (3) labeled morphemes. In the
case of labeled morphemes, a single substring can
be counted multiple times if it has been assigned
multiple morphological features. That is, even
when the system fails to predict some of the mor-
phological features correctly for a given substring,
it will still receive a score for the features it did
manage to predict correctly.

5.3 Results
Results are shown in Figures 2 (a), (b), and (c).
The advantage given by leveraging the weak la-
beling in UD is visible in that the proposed sys-
tem clearly outperforms the unsupervised Morfes-
sor baseline for all languages.

Results for labeled morphemes are substantially
6Our data sets and code are publicly available at https:

//github.com/mpsilfve/ud-segmenter.
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• Weak supervision helps in inducing segmentation and 
allomorph labeling 

• Can be run on all UD languages 
• Gives a consistent segmentation & labeling 
• Code at https://github.com/mpsilfve/ud-segmenter 
• Errors (differences to linguist-preferred gold standard) remain, 

some due to objective function, some probably due to well-
known differing linguistic notions about gold standard (is it 
announc+ed or announce+d?), frequency effects 

• Future work: evaluate a range of objective functions, implement 
raw allomorph minimization

https://github.com/mpsilfve/ud-segmenter
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